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HERWIN 205 FILLIN’ IN BLUES STEREO 

SIDE 1 

Hesitation Blues (1930 
John Henry — Part 2 (1929) 
Last Chance Blues (1929) 
The Rooster Crowing Blues (1929) 
Narrow Face Blues (1930) 
Insurance Man Blues (1930) 
It’s Tight Like That (1929) 
Sweet Bunch Of Daisies - Waltz (1928) 

SIDE 2 

Cow Cow Blues (1928) 
Struttin’ The Blues (1929) 
Corrine Corinna Blues (1930) 
Gotta Shave ’Em Dry (1930) 
Give Us Another Jug (1930) 
Piano Kid Special (1930) 
Bust Up Blues (1930) 
Louisiana Bound (1930) 
Too Damp To Be Wet (1930) 
Where My Shoes At? (1930) 

1. Jim Jackson (Vo 1477) — 
2. Furry Lewis (Vo 1474) - 
3. Cannon’s Jug Stompers (Vi 38593) - 
4. Cannon’s Jug Stompers (Vi 38593) — 
5. Washboard Walter (Pm 12954) 
6. Washboard Walter (Pm 12954) 
7. Slim Barton & Eddie Mapp (QRS R7081) - 
8. El Watson (Vi 21585) 

1. Cow Cow Davenport (Vo 1198.. C-2063-A __ 
2. Cow Cow Davenport (Spt 9517) 
3. James “Boodle It’’ Wiggins (Pm 12916) — 
4. James “Boodle It’’ Wiggins (Pm 12916) - 
5. Piano Kid Edwards (Pm 13051) — 
6. Piano Kid Edwards (Pm 13051) - 
7. Ishman Bracey (Pm 13038) - 
8. Charley Taylor (Pm 12967) 
9. Charley Taylor (Pm 12949) - 

10. Charley Taylor (Pm 12949) 

The keynote in this album is rarity. Of course, rare 
records are more meaningful to collectors than to music 
lovers. Fortunately, however, in the field of the early 
commercial blues, good music, more often than not, 
emerged from the most obscure recordings. 

As in the previous Herwin blues release (Herwin 201), 
I’ve disregarded regional homogeneity for the sake of 
avoiding duplication of material already released on 
other labels. 

Once again, I’m rather weak in the area of 
biographical information which most of you will have to 
gather from other sources. 

I hope to delight a variety of fans with the issue of the 
last previously unavailable Cannon’s Jug Stompers, Last 
Chance Blues/The Rooster’s Crowing Blues, (Vi 38593). 
The only known existing copy of this recording was 
acquired from Bengt Olsson of Sweden, who, as the most 
accomplished jug band researcher today, also provided 
some interesting biographical notes as follows: 

Gus (Cannon) actually started out as a fiddler and 
transferred his old fiddle pieces to banjo. Few were 
recorded because they were considered old-time in the 
’20’s. Gus was discovered by Paramount talent scouts 
while playing in a medicine show in Chicago. Hosea 
Woods, the singer on Vi 38593, was a guitarplayer/singer 
in the songster tradition, but was equally at home on the 
violin, thus being the ideal man for a medicine show. He 
was with Dr. Benson’s Medicine Show, touring Arkansas, 
northern Mississippi and also regularly visiting St. Louis, 
and often performing together with Cannon. Woods was 
from Stanton, Tennessee and is long gone. As for Noah 
Lewis, an old friend of his in Henning said that Noah 
had a nose like a fist. He’d blow one harp through his 
nose and one through his mouth at the same time. He 
used to play with the brass bands at frolics and fish-fries. 
He was full of cocaine all the time, that’s why he could 
blow so loud. Noah never made a dime from his music. 
He was just an old poor share-cropper. Noah mostly 
made up his own words, but used traditional and locally 
well-known melodies. 

The Washboard Walter record is especially inter¬ 
esting because of John Byrd’s guitar accompaniment. 
Both artists are believed to be from Mississippi. Byrd’s 
guitar work is immediately recognizable, having a 
particular heavy and warm sound. He also favors certain 
guitar phrasings which are unique, thus unmistakably 
stamping his own work. His best records have already 
been reissued and this record merely adds a footnote to 
other more potent works. 

The Memphis sound captured so nobly by Cannon is 
continued with previously unavailable records by Jim 
Jackson and Furry Lewis. Hesitation Blues is a good tune 
that has that raggish feel of the songs popular around 
World War 1. Jackson’s version is on a par with other 
excellent renditions by Leadbelly and Sam Collins. It is 
interesting to note that some of the better performances 
by first generation bluesmen are with songs of the non-12 
bar variety. 

For the sake of completeness, Furry Lewis’, John 
Henry — Part 2 is included in this album; Part -1 was 
included in Herwin 201. It is more important that Part -2 
be made available for the lyrics rather than the music. 

With Barton and Mapp, we switch to the east coast, 
Tight Like That. Is a tune which was overworked by most 
of the east coast musicians, at least in the recording 
studio. Most versions are terribly boring. I found this one 
to be the least offensive, mainly due to Eddit Mapp’s fine 
harmonica playing, or perhaps because the original QRS 
78 is so rare. 

The most audacious entry in a blues album is Sweet 
Bunch Of Daisies, a waltz! I’ve always been fascinated by 
blues artists performing nonblues material because when 
blues feeling is applied to some European melodies, the 
results are strangely beautiful. Eli Watson on harmonica, 
who never excited me with his partner Cooksey (both 
from the east coast), performs this waltz movingly and 
with, to me at least, equal success with similar material 
performed by the Memphis Jug Band [Jug Band Walt]. I 
find it interesting too, that two of the most successful 
performances by the black New Orleans clarinetist 
George Lewis were waltzes, Over The Waves (AM 639) 
and Only A Look (Milneburg Records). 

The barrelhouse piano side leads off with the 
previously unreissued take of one of the most famous 
boogie-woogie pieces ever recorded. Cow Cow Blues by 
Charles Davenport. Davenport was born in Anniston, 
Alabama in 1894 and died in Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 2, 
1955. Davenport went to Chicago about 1920 where he 
influenced many younger musicians. Struttin The Blues 
is not only another fine example of Davenport’s playing 
but also one of his most elusive records. Davenport was 
not only a master of boogie-woogie (Cow Cow Blues is 
very similar to the seemingly incomparable 31 Blues by 
Bob Call), but he could play a fine rag in a simple 
rhythmically superior style {Atlanta Rag) and then add 
sophisticated variations to the same piece, (Texas Shout). 
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The James Wiggins record was released under the 
name of the singer, but it is the unknown pianist who is 
the real star. Some have assumed that the pianist is 
Charlie Spand because he was presumably in the studio 
on the same day that Wiggins cut these sides. I have 
always found Spand’s work to be quite bland, hardly 
similar to the rhythmically interesting Corinna ... which I 
find falls somewhere between the styles of Garnett and 
Jabo Williams; more like Garnett according to Jasen. 

The rarest and most obscure record in this album is 
the Piano Kid Edwards in that it is the last of the great 
piano records to be issued on L.P. and it was the last rare 
record of a Paramount piano artist to find its way into 
the hands of active blues collectors. This record was 
acquired from Pete Kaufman who in turn received it as a 
gift in 1969 from a pioneer jazz collector, John O’Meara. 
O’Meara had this ONLY copy since the early ’40’s. Piano 
Kid Edwards is an enigma in that he uses this session to 
display a variety of piano styles which makes it difficult 
to place him geographically. On Give Us Another Jug, 
the Kid seems to be into a stride style that lacks the 
polish of the east coast practitioners of the art. On Piano 
Kid Special, Edwards seems to play a medley of styles, 
stride, boogie, New Orleans, St. Louis barrelhouse and 
probably Texas barrelhouse. 

For those who are fascinated by the strange piano 
playing of Charlie Taylor (from Mississippi), I have 
included most of his recordings. Needless, to say, these 
are all ONLY copies that are known. The flip side of Pm 
13038, Pay Me No Mind was issued on Yazoo 1007 and 
the B side of Pm 12967, Heavy suitcase Blues was issued 
on Yazoo 1028. 

Taylor’s playing is marked by uneven rhythms, not 
unlike the stride rhythms of Piano Kid Edwards. It also 
resembles somewhat the Skip James rhythms on his 1964 
piano pieces. Like James, Taylor seems to maintain a 
precarious balance in space, like a tightrope act where 
the performer is about to fall off but somehow 
miraculously without mishap, recovers to finish the act. 

On Track 9 Pm 12949, I’ve taken the liberty of 
editing out the speech which I’m sure will irritate some 
collectors, but please most barrelhouse piano fans. 

Cannon's Jug Stompers: Hosea Woods Vocal/Bjo; Gus 
Cannon, Bjo/Jug: Noan Lewis, HCA. 

Washboard Walter: Walter Taylor, Vocal/Wbd: John 
Byrd, Gtr. 

Slim Barton, Gtr: Eddie Mapp, Hca 
James Wiggins, Vocal: Unknown, piano 
Ishman Bracey and His New' Orleans Nehi Boys: Ishman 
Bracey, Vocal/Gtr: Kid Ernest Michall, Clt: Charley 
Taylor, piano. 

Condition of the original 78's remastered: Vo 1477, 
1474} 1198: Vi 21585, Pm 13038, 12967, 12916 
[Excellent to New]. Pm 12954, Spt 9517, Qrs 7081 [E-] 
Vi 38593, Pm 13051,12949 [V-to V\ 






